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handsomely off the sale of fetal tissues debunked, anti
as many presidential hopefuls

their demand for the total defunding of Planned Parenthood.
many Congressional Republicans threatened to shut down the entire federal
government if their defunding demands were not met.
in recent polling, people identifying themselves as Republican are clearly against

shutting down the government, believing it to be a political tactic which can only
lead to political defeat.)

Despite the fact that no definitive motive has yet bee
siege, the internet is awash in the comments of liberals and conservatives, of pro
choice and pro-birth activists

to know precisely what lay behind Dear's act of murder.
commenting on generally liberal or progressive sites like
Matters and Reader Supported
terrorist who had bought into the "Planned Parenthood murders more babies

than any other group in the world" meme.
word used to describe Dear is "terrorist." Just as predictabl
made comments on conservative websites like
Max have a much greater tendency to say that Dear is a lone deranged gunman.
Many have referred to him as a
the pre-born. Many of those
the attack on President Obama (referred to mostly as "Barry" or "Barack
Hussein"), liberals and the victims
themselves. Then there are
the Republican presidential candidates,
who waited nearly 48 hours before
making any public comments about
the attack. Carly Fiorina declared on "Fox
News Sunday" that attempts to link anti
abortion rhetoric from Republicans to

Friday’s attack were just “typical left
wing tactics.” "What I would say to anyone
who tries to link this terrible tragedy to anyone who opposes abortion or o
of body parts is, this is typical left
immediately begin demonizing a messenger because they don't agree with

Fiorina said. While decrying the act of violence allegedly perpetra
Dear, Former Arkansas Governor Mike Huckabee also managed to take a swipe
at Secretary of State John Kerry and remind his supporters that Planned
Parenthood is evil: “We’re not going to have the kind of language that you heard from
John Kerry where he talked about legitimizing or rationalizing terrorist actions,”
Huckabee said. “There’s no legitimizing, there’s no rationalizing. It was mass murder.
It was absolutely unfathomable. And there’s no excuse for killing other people, whether
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it’s happening inside the Planned Parenthood headquarters, inside their clinics where
many millions of babies die, or whether it’s people attacking Planned Parenthood.” By

far, the strangest comment of all came from Texas Senator Ted Cruz, who has
long referred to Planned Parenthood as an "ongoing criminal enterprise."
Speaking at a campaign stop in Iowa yesterday, Cruz downplayed the role anti-

abortion rhetoric may have played in the shooting and suggested the suspect
was a “transgendered leftist activist." It should be noted that Senator Cruz's
polling numbers are way up in Iowa . . .

Wading one's way through the literally hundreds - if not thousands - of
comments on the internet is both instructive and nauseating. Instructive, because
it gives one a better understanding of the thought processes of a wide swathe of
the American people. Instructive because reading the often
misspelled words of all these people helps explain why so many are drawn to
political amateurs like Trump, Carson and Fiorina. Nauseating, because it proves

beyond a shadow of a doubt that there are an awful lot of people in this country
who haven't got the slightest idea what they're talking about; who will gladly
repeat and pass on lies and mistruths as if they were pearls of wisdom from the

mouth of Mahatma. To their way of thinking, if the terrorist murderer is a
Muslim, the entire religion is guilty; if the murderer is black, an entire race is
guilty; if the murderer be a white Christian, he is a mentally unstable lone wolf.

This latest act of domestic terrorism once again exposes and highlights a
contagion in American society; an insuperable, all but intractable disunity
between those who think for themselves and those who let others do the
thinking for them. We have so devolved as a people, as a nation, that we arm
ourselves with words and phrases and battle one another with hot air -- which
far too frequently leads to hot lead. All this hot air scalds the nations' brain and

makes it nearly impossible to grok the gross inconsistency
of proudly proclaiming oneself "pro-life," of calling doctors who perform
abortions "murderers," of spreading the word that Planned Parenthood is a
criminal enterprise, and then feigning shock when one of their minions actually

opens fire and commits acts of murder. If it will turn out that Mr. Dear was
indeed motivated by that doctored Center For Medical Progress video, I for one
would hold them criminally liable. For, in the simple words of a comment I read
on one website, "When you throw gasoline on a fire, how can you deny any
responsibility for the firestorm?"

And while we're at it, let's get something straight: turning victims into
perpetrators - thus making them responsible for their fate - makes about as much
sense as turning terrorists into heroes.
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